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more. The coupling between the forward and backward pulses will be weaker
in the middle of the device and becomes stronger again when approaching
the gain section side facet.
Figure 3.13: (a) Spatio-temporal evolution of the GS optical power inside the laser
cavity of device A when Ieff = 40 mA. The horizontal solid line indicates the sepa-
ration between the SA and the gain section. The horizontal dashed lines represent
two cuts in the laser cavity, one in the SA (1) and another gain section (2). The
corresponding temporal evolution of the modal absorption and gain for the optical
eld at these two cuts are shown in (b) and (c) respectively.
Comparing Figs. 3.13b and 3.13c, one can clearly observe a big dier-
ence between the maximum absorption bleaching and the maximum gain
compression. Since the optical eld power in these two close cuts should
be similar, above observation conrms our expectation that gain section is
harder to be saturated than the SA.
In the following, we will show directly the pulse energy evolution in the
laser cavity, which is computed by the integration over time of the optical
power of a pulse when it forward or backward crosses the considered section
of the cavity (labelled as Ef (z) and Eb(z)). Besides, it is shown also the
local net modal gain (G(z)) distribution in both directions. For the forward
propagation, G(z) is calculated as ln[Ef (z + z) / Ef (z)] / z, while for
the backward propagation, it is calculated as ln[Eb(z  z) / Eb(z)] / z,
being z the spatial simulation step. jG(z)j when G(z) < 0 represents the
modal absorption.
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A. Change of LSA and RL
Keeping the same total length of 2 mm, ML has been investigated for
devices with SA length of 287, 380, 467, 533 and 590 m, equivalent to
the absorber-to-total length ratio (LSA=L) of 1:7, 1:5.3, 1:4.3, 1:3.75 and
1:3.4 (named as device A, B, C, D, E), and in order to have the same gth,
corresponding RL are assumed to be 4.2%, 8%, 14%, 22% and 33%.
The analysis has been done in a current range of 200 mA starting from
Ieff = 20 mA and increasing it with a step of 20 mA as shown in Figs.
3.14a) (gures 3.16a, 3.16b and 3.16c are shown in the same way). Consis-
tently with ndings in [89], we can see that the pulse width decreases with
increasing the SA length (Fig. 3.14a).
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3.14: (a) Deconvoluted autocorrelation (AC) pulse width as a function of the
injection current for the considered ve devices A (square), B (circle), C (upward-
pointing triangle), D (diamond) and E (downward-pointing triangle). For the same
devices, the average power and the AC pulse width (b), the peak power and the
FOM (c) are shown as a function of the absorber-to-total length ratio at xed Ieff .
Details of the pulse performances in terms of the average power, the
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pulse width, the peak power and the FOM at a xed Ieff are shown in Figs.
3.14b and 3.14c. One can easily nd a signicant reduction in both the
average power and the pulse width when increasing LSA=L. The variation
of these two quantities leads to an optimum LSA=L that could achieve the
highest peak power or FOM.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3.15: For devices in Fig. 3.14, at the same Ieff , show also the evolution
of the intracavity PE (a) (solid and dashed lines are for forward and backward
propagations respectively), and the local net modal gain/absorption when the pulse
is forward (b) or backward (c) propagating in the cavity. Devices are distinguished
always with the same markers as in Fig. 3.14a. In (a), the straight vertical lines
indicate the separation between the SA and the gain section. In (b) and (c) the
ordinate range limits correspond to the unsaturated gain and absorption values.
In principle, stable ML with identical energy for each pulse results from
the self-consistent solution of the ML system which balances the ampli-
cation in the gain section, the attenuation in the SA and the boundary
conditions of the reectivies at both facets. From Fig. 3.15a it is evident
that, since device with longer SA would lead to larger total PE attenuation
in the SA, the self-consistent ML established in such device must have higher
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intra-SA PE to compensate this large attenuation.
Furthermore, after experiencing a continuous attenuation in the SA, the
forward propagating pulses in all the devices reach a point where Ef is al-
most the same for all the pulses (z = 590 m). Beyond this point, dierences
in Ef start to emerge. and this can be attributed to the dierences in the
forward local gain of the pulse. As we can see, due to the strong coupling
between the forward and backward pulses, device E which has highest Eb
exhibits lowest forward local gain (see Fig. 3.15b), and consequently obtains
the lowest Ef at the output facet. This result combined with low power ex-
traction from the output facet due to high RL explains the smallest average
power obtained in device E.
In Figs. 3.15b and 3.15c, we show the evolution of G(z) when the pulse
is forward and backward propagating in the cavity. In each gure, the upper
limit of the ordinate is the unsaturated net model gain ( xygth - i), whereas
the lower limit is the unsaturated total absorption (-( xySA + i)).
Two features can be observed. First, due to the nite recovery rate, gain
and absorption dynamics are strongly inuenced by the coupling between the
forward and the backward propagating pulses. An evidence of this statement
is that at the point where Ef is almost the same for all the devices, forward
G(z) (Fig. 3.15b) is not identical but lower for device with higher Eb.
Furthermore, although the local absorption bleaching seems stronger than
the local gain compression, the integrations of these two quantities over the
entire SA/gain section are equal, guaranteeing unitary round trip gain.
The latter feature also indicates that when a pulse circulating in the
cavity, the pulse shortening in the SA compensates the pulse broadening in
the gain section so that, in successive round trip, the pulse width remain
constant. However if comparing dierent devices, we can nd that device
E which has the highest Ef and Eb in the SA and consequently highest
absorption saturation, experiences strongest pulse shaping processes and
therefore achieves the shortest pulse.
In conclusion, simulation results show that the device with longer SA
exhibits higher intra-SA PE, resulting into stronger absorption saturation
and shorter pulse. In addition, this result puts in evidence that larger intra-
cavity pulse reshaping occurs in the device with longer SA, explaining the
experimental ndings in [97] that such device has worse noise performance
and larger RF linewidth .
B. Change of L and RL
Based on above observations, it is natural to expect further reduction of
the pulse width in longer ML lasers since they have potential to incorporate
even longer SA. Therefore, keeping the same LSA=L (1:3.75) as device D,
we considered two additional devices with total length of 3 and 5 mm whose
corresponding RL are 10.4% and 2.2%.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3.16: Three devices are considered with total length of 2 (circle), 3 (upward-
pointing triangle) and 5 mm (diamond). As in Fig. 3.14, pulse performances of the
average power (a), the peak power (b) and the AC pulse width (c) as a function of
the injection current are reported.
Similarly as in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15, Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 report the pulse
performances and the intracavity distributions of the pulse energy and of
the modal gain for the three devices. We can see that for the device with
the same LSA=L, and at the same Ieff , similar average power and pulse
width are achieved, leading to signicant enhancement of the output peak
power in longer devices (Figs. 3.16a, 3.16b and 3.16c).
Dierent from our expectation, the 5 mm device which has larger ab-
solute SA length, it does not achieve big improvement in the pulse width
with respect to its counterparts with the same LSA=L. This observation
can be explained as follows. First, the self-consistent ML pulse for the 5
mm device exhibits a larger Eb but a smaller Ef (Fig. 3.17a). As a result,
this pulse leads to higher absorption saturation when it backward crosses
the SA, while lower saturation in the forward path (Figs. 3.17b and 3.17c).
Thus, the total pulse shortening eect experienced by this pulse actually is
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3.17: Three devices are considered with total length of 2 (circle), 3 (upward-
pointing triangle) and 5 mm (diamond). The intracavity distributions of the PE
(a) and of the forward (b) and backward (c) local net modal gain are shown.
similar to that in shorter devices. Another reason is that, since LSA=L is
xed, the relative relation between the pulse shortening in the SA and the
pulse broadening in the gain section is also xed in each device, resulting
therefore to similar total pulse shaping prole.
Previous results actually indicate that it is the length ratio LSA=L not
the absolute SA length who governs the achieved pulse width. In addition,
to get shorter pulse, higher intra-SA PE and higher absorption saturation
in both propagation directions are needed. We have to stress that although
higher peak power can be achieved, further increase of the device total length
may nally lead to early onset of the harmonic ML at high injection current
[92].
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C. Exchange of R0 and RL
All above devices belong to a main class of passively ML lasers, where the
self-colliding pulse mode locking (SCPML) eect is utilized [69], i.e., the SA
is close to the high-reection coated facet (high R0, see Fig. 3.12a). In this
case, the pulse interacts with itself in the SA and enhances the absorption
saturation. Recently it has been investigated in [98] a cavity conguration
called anti-colliding pulse mode locking (ACPML) where on the contrary the
SA is placed close to the low-reection coated facet (low R0, see Fig. 3.12b).
Using this conguration, a even higher optical energy for pulse impinging
the SA has been demonstrated theoretically in the QW devices. Therefore,
according to our previous observation this conguration can be considered
as another method to further reduce the pulse width.
Keeping L = 5 mm, we considered three high R0 devices with LSA=L
of 1:4.3, 1:3.75 (the one discussed in Part B) and 1:2.9, the corresponding
output reectivities RL are 0.7%, 2.2% and 33% (R0 is always 95%). While
for the low R0 devices, we just exchanged the values between RL and R0.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.18: The average power and the AC pulse width (a), the peak power and
the FOM (d) are shown as a function of the absorber-to-total length ratio at xed
Ieff for devices with high R0 (black lines) and low R0 (brown lines).
Figure 3.18 reports the pulse performances of these devices. We can
observe similar trends in the low R0 devices as that presented in Part A:
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with increasing LSA=L, a reduction in both the average power and the pulse
width can be found, resulting to corresponding changes in the peak power
and the FOM.
Comparing these two congurations, in [98], a substantial increase in the
output peak power and a reduction in the pulse width have been demon-
strated for device with low R0. In our case however, big performance dier-
ences are found only in small LSA=L devices and this dierences vanish with
increasing LSA=L. In addition, although smaller pulse width is achieved in
some cases of low R0, the average power and peak power are always smaller.
Figure 3.19: The intracavity pulse energy distribution, the forward/backward local
modal gain for the devices shown in Fig. 3.18 which have high R0 (black lines)
or low R0 (brown lines), and have dierent absorber-to-total length ratios of 1:4.3
(left), 1:3.75 (right) or 1:2.9 (bottom).
In order to identify the physical origin for the described performance
dierences, we show in Fig. 3.19 the intracavity PE evolution and the for-
ward/backward local net modal gain distribution for these devices. This
kind of gures has already been shown many times in previous parts, so
here only schematics of them are reported.
When LSA=L = 1:4.3 (left of Fig. 3.19), pulse in the low R0 device
experiences continuous amplication when propagating in the gain section
without high power loss at the gain side facet that occurs in the high R0
device, leading therefore to higher cumulated Eb before arriving the SA (z
= LSA). In this condition, the enhanced pulse energy in the SA strongly
depletes the absorption in both forward and backward directions and con-
sequently results to shorter pulses than that in the high R0 device. On the
contrary, although higher Eb impinging the SA is achieved in the low R0
device, the pulse energy at the output facet for this device (Eb(0)) is lower
than that for the high R0 device (Ef (L)). Thus, the output average power
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is lower. And since the pulse width reduction is not high enough, the output
peak power is also lower. Instead, for the QW devices considered in [98],
signicant increase in the output peak power has been shown in the devices
exploiting ACPML. We believe this dierence can be attributed to the big
dierence in the SA length ratio between the QW and the QD devices, as
explained below.
From Fig. 3.19, we can see that, with increasing LSA=L, the intracavity
PE proles in these two kind of devices become similar or practically iden-
tical. The same phenomenon also happens in the corresponding intracavity
local gain distributions. According to our previous ndings, the device which
has higher intra-SA PE will obtain shorter pulses. Therefore, the observa-
tions in Fig. 3.19 indicate that large dierence in the pulse width should
be found in two devices with very small LSA=L. For the QW devices in
[98], stable ML can be established in device with LSA=L of only 2%, even
if we take into account the dierence between the maximum modal gain (g0
= 120 cm 1) and the unsaturated absorption (SA = 360 cm 1) in that
numerical model, the equivalent LSA=L is still only 6%. Whereas, for the
QD device in our model, g0 = SA and the smallest LSA=L is about 23%.
Obviously, substantial reduction in the pulse width when using the ACPML
conguration should be achieved in the QW case which also helps to obtain
peak power enhancement in that case.
Therefore, previous discussions actually indicate that only for the QD
device with smaller LSA=L, this ACPML conguration is an ecient method
to reduce the pulse width.
In this section, we present a systematic investigation of the device per-
formances when varying the SA length, the total length and the cavity re-
ectivities. Throughout this investigation, we kept as constant the threshold
modal gain and the reverse bias voltage, to ensure that all the devices have
the same operation condition in terms of the gain and absorption saturation
energies.
The obtained results reveal strong correlation between the intracavity
pulse energy distribution and the ML performances. In detail, it is demon-
strated that at the same eective pumping current, the higher the intra-SA
pulse energy, the shorter the pulses. Especially, we show that if xing the
absorber-to-total length ratio, devices with longer total lengths exhibit sim-
ilar pulse width and average power, but signicantly enhanced peak power.
3.5 Dual-state ML regime
During the development of the monolithic passively mode locked QD
lasers [11], [99], [96], various lasing regimes, and in particular ML operating
regimes have been observed experimentally [100], [101], [102], such as the
sole ground state ML, the most recently investigated sole excited state ML
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[103] (by our collogues Breuer et al. from University of Athens (Greece)) and
the dual-state (GS and ES) ML [104](by our collogues Cataluna et al. from
University of Dundee (UK)). The last two ML regimes were found always
in the devices with active region consisting of few stacked layers of self-
assembled QDs, since ES gain is still well below threshold when GS lasing
turns on in devices with 10 or 15 QD layers. Therefore in this analysis we
consider devices with only 5 InAs/InGaAs QD layers.
Unlike the generally observed GS ML which has already been compre-
hensively studied [11], detailed theoretical investigations of the dual-state
ML regime are still not presented so far. A full understanding of the com-
plex dynamics happening in the gain and the SA sections has been found
to be essential in explaining this novel-operating regime. Recently, reverse-
emission-state-transition and the two-state ML regime in a strongly chirped
QD laser under very low reverse bias voltage of the SA (0 V to -1 V) were
demonstrated experimentally and theoretically in [103]. Instead of the large
time TDTW model used in [103], a more ecient numerical model is ex-
ploited in this work, enabling a more detailed and wider investigation of the
dual-state ML regime in QD two-section ML lasers.
In Subsection 2.5, we have presented a modied version of the MS-DDE
model proposed in [58]. This model can be used for the dual-state ML
simulation, which guarantees sucient accuracy and high computational
eciency at the same time. In order to clarify the correctness of this re-
vised MS-DDE model used in this work, the model has been rst used to
simulate the two-section ML laser with highly chirped QD active region in
[103], very similar dynamic regimes and pulse performances were observed
with approximately a 20-fold decrease in the simulation time. Furthermore,
successful simulations were also done with FDTW to verify some cases ex-
amined in this paper. Therefore, although this MS-DDE model is not as
rigorous as the complex TDTW model, we believe the main mechanisms in
a QD two-section laser with dual-state lasing are properly considered in it.
Consequently, an extensive analysis of the dependence of ML regimes on
the device cavity and bias parameters can be eciently preformed with this
revised MS-DDE model.
In Subsection 3.5.1, the static and dynamic behaviours of the gain and
absorption at GS and ES wavelengths are reported. These results clearly
show that some commonly observed advantages of QD active medium, which
are also the key factors to obtain stable and high quality ML from the QD
GS, are weakened to a certain extent for ES ML. In addition, we found that,
for two-section lasers, the GS pulse-induced gain and absorption changes
tend to prevent partially the possibility of lasing from higher energy states
(ES in this work). The ES pulse-induced gain and absorption variations on
the contrary favor the onset of GS lasing. Both eects are more pronounced
at low injection current and low SA voltage. These physical considerations
allow to give a clear interpretation of the device performances discussed in
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the following subsections.
In Subsection 3.5.2, the simulation results of the lasing and ML operat-
ing regimes of two passively ML lasers with dierent intrinsic cavity losses
are shown and discussed. In particular, we show that, at relatively low re-
verse bias voltages and low gain currents, unstable dual-state ML with slow
amplitude modulation of the pulse amplitude is obtained, as found experi-
mentally in [103], [104]. On the contrary, when we increase both the voltage
and the current, a stable dual-state ML is achieved which, to best of our
knowledge, has not been reported in literatures yet. Especially, in the latter
case, simultaneous GS and ES MLs are achieved with the same repetition
rate for both states, and with signicantly enhanced pulse peak power and
pulse width.
In Subsection 3.5.3, we explained the diculties to get sole ES ML with
respect to the typically observed sole GS ML, based on the information
presented in Subsection 3.5.1.
3.5.1 Gain and absorption dynamics
The model parameters used in the rate-equation system for comput-
ing interband and intraband carrier transitions, are reported in Table 3.3.
We consider a device with active region consisting of 5 InAs/In:15Ga:85As
DWELL layers and emitting around 1.3/1.18 m from GS/ES. In this sub-
section, both the steady-state and the dynamic properties of the gain and
the absorption for GS and ES are studied, under dierent bias and exci-
tation conditions. This preliminary analysis will be essential for discussing
and understanding the signicant dierences between GS and ES lasing and
ML regimes achieved in the two-section QD ML lasers studied in Subsection
3.5.2.
Steady state behaviors
Fig. 3.20a shows the steady state evolution of the material gain from
the GS (gGS) and ES (gES) transitions as a function of the injection current
density J . These results are calculated by searching for the steady state
solution of the rate-equation system under dierent J , when assuming no
optical eld is present (so without optical power-induced gain/absorption
depletion). The same parameters are depicted also in Fig. 3.20b but as
a function of the corresponding averaged carrier density n in the entire
DWELL layers (divide the total carrier number in the quantum well and
QD states by the volume of DWELL layers).
The behaviors of the corresponding dierential gains dgk=dn (k = GS,
ES) are also shown in Fig. 3.20b. For semiconductor devices, the rate of
change of the gain with the total carrier density dgk=dn generally decreases
when n increases due to the limited density of available states. Consequently,
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Table 3.3: Dual-state mode-locked laser: main model parameters used in the rate
equation system
Symbol Description Values
HW QW width 5 nm
vg;GS GS group velocity 8.967107 m/s
vg;ES ES group velocity 8.772107 m/s
Nlay number of QD layers 5
Nd QD surface density 2.71010 cm2
2~  gain spectral bandwidth 34 meV
 xy eld connement factor 5.24%
g0;k material gain coecient k =
ES, GS
379.4, 227.6 cm 1
SCH!QW relaxation time from SCH to
QW
24.2 ps
QW!ES2 relaxation time from QW to
ES2
0.3 ps
ES2!ES1 relaxation time from ES2 to
ES
0.2 ps
ES1!GS relaxation time from ES to
GS
0.2 ps
Aug;k Auger recombination times
from k = ES2, ES, GS
110, 275, 660 ps
sp;k spontaneous emission
recombination times from k
= ES2, ES, GS
2, 2.7, 2.7 ns
nr;k interband recombination
times from k = SCH, WL
400, 400 ps
~!k interband transition energies
for k = ES2, ES, GS
1.114, 1.054, 0.9879 eV
Vbi built-in potential of the p-i-n
junction
-0.8 V
the material gain will remain almost constant in a wide range of high injec-
tion current density. This well-known gain saturation eect is achieved at
much lower pumping current density in QD device with respect to its bulk
and quantum well counterparts due to the reduced density of states. As
expected from above considerations, early GS gain saturation at moderate
pumping level is observed in Fig. 3.20a. In addition, a much higher GS dif-
ferential loss dGS=dn in the absorption regime (when gGS < 0 cm
 1) with
respect to the dierential gain dgGS=dn in the gain regime (when gGS > 0
cm 1) is highlighted in Fig. 3.20b. However, it is also clearly shown that
these properties are weakened for the ES, where the material gain, although
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.20: (a) The steady state behaviour of QD material gain from GS (green)
and ES (blue) transitions as a function of the injection current density J . The red-
cross markers represent the corresponding GS and ES threshold gain when intrinsic
losses equal to 2.065 cm 1 and 2.2 cm 1 respectively, which will be discussed later
on in Fig. 3.22. The horizontal black line, located at gain equals to 0 cm 1,
distinguish the gain and absorption regimes of the active medium; (b) The steady
state behaviour of material gain (solid line) and dierential gain (dashed line) from
GS (green) and ES (blue) transitions as a function of the averaged carrier density
n in the DWELL layers.
much higher, has a signicantly reduced dES=dn and a higher dgES=dn at
the usual operating current density level.
This big dierence between GS and ES dierential gains/losses has an
important inuence on the achievement of stable ML pulses from these two
transitions in the passively mode locked lasers.
As discussed in Section 3.1, the well-known S parameter has been veried
to play an important role in determining the performances of the ML systems
[95]. For ML operation, the increase of this parameter will benet the ML
stability as well as the obtained pulse quality [95]. Using Eq. (3.3) and
referring to Fig. 3.20a, we predict that GS ML could be established more
easily and with an improved stability respect to ES ML, since SGS is always
much larger than SES .
Transient responses to external optical excitations
To complete the preliminary analysis, the transient responses of a gain
section, acting as a semiconductor optical amplier, and a reverse biased
SA to an externally injected optical pulse are studied using the approaches
described in [74]. Been  xy the eld connement factor, in this work we
will indicate with  xygm n the time-dependent modal gain compression
from m = GS, ES caused by a pump pulse resonant with the n = GS, ES
transition. Similarly, the time-dependent modal absorption bleaching will
be  xym n.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.21: (a) The temporal evolution of GS (green) and ES (blue) modal gain
compressions induced by a Gaussian pulse with 1 pJ energy, 10 ps duration, resonant
with GS transition and traveling in a SOA biased with current density of 500 A/cm2
(solid line), 1000 A/cm2 (dashed line), and 1500 A/cm2 (dot-dash line). Time
interval -20 ps < t < 20 ps is shown in the linear scale, whereas time interval
20 ps < t < 1000 ps is shown in the logarithmic scale; (b) Same quantities as in
(a) induced by a Gaussian pulse with the same properties but resonant with ES
transition; (c) The temporal evolution of the absorption bleaching induced by a
Gaussian pulse resonant with GS transition and traveling in a SA with 0V (solid
line), -4V (dashed line) and -8V (dotted line) reverse bias; (d) As in (c) but for a
Gaussian pulse resonant with ES transition.
In Fig. 3.21a and Fig. 3.21c, we report respectively the temporal evolu-
tions of the modal gain compression ( xygGS GS ,  xygES GS) and the
modal absorption bleaching ( xyGS GS ,  xyES GS), induced by a
Gaussian pulse with 1 pJ energy, 10 ps duration (typical value for QD ML
pulses) and resonant with the GS transition. On the contrary, the dynamics
of the same quantities induced by a pulse with the same properties, but res-
onant with the ES transition ( xygGS ES ,  xygES ES ,  xyGS ES
and  xyES ES) are shown in Fig. 3.21b and Fig. 3.21d respectively.
The considered SOA/SA waveguide has a 6 m ridge width and a short
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total length to avoid the inuence of eld propagation eects.
Increasing J from 500 to 1500 A/cm2, a signicant decrease in the entire
gain recovery time (from ns scale to approximately tens ps) and in the max-
imum gain compression ( xygGS GS and  xygES ES) for both states is
observed (Fig. 3.21a and Fig. 3.21b) due to the enhanced carrier relaxation
from higher electrical pumping levels. In addition, ES gain compression is
found always to be much larger than that of the GS when excited by a
pulse with the same energy, which means the GS amplication is harder to
saturate than the ES amplication.
Similarly, increasing reverse bias voltage from 0 to -8 V, a signicant
reduction in the absorption recovery time (from hundreds to few ps) and in
the maximum absorption bleaching ( xyGS GS and  xyES ES) for
both states is also observed (Fig. 3.21c and Fig. 3.21d), due to the enhanced
thermionic and tunneling carrier escape mechanisms in the SA [45]. Addi-
tionally, if biased with the same voltage, the absorber always shows larger
absorption depletion in GS transition than in ES transition, which means
ES absorption is harder to saturate if compared with GS absorption.
The dynamic properties described above conrm again that GS ML can
be achieved more easily, since it is easier to obtain simultaneous pulse short-
ening and amplication mechanisms from GS transition.
The photon-generated carriers at ES are quickly swept out during the
pump pulse (10 ps), leading to smaller absorption bleaching in ES. There
are two main aspects responsible for this fast carrier sweep-out. One is the
smaller intraband energy dierence between ES and the separate conne-
ment heterostructure level, thus carriers at ES are swept out faster via the
tunneling escape. Another one, which is more important, is the extremely
fast carrier relaxation from ES to the GS (hundreds fs), existing as an addi-
tional carrier sweep-out path. The latter aspect is referred to as the photon-
pumping process in [37]. This process and the related fast carrier escape
(about 1 ps) from GS to ES guarantee the recovery of a quasi-equilibrium
distribution in the QD layers and are responsible for the associated transient
changes in GS/ES induced by a pulse resonant with ES/GS. These dynamics
imply the strong coupling between GS and ES gain/absorption saturations
and are key eects in determining the lasing regimes.
For a typical single section laser, the modal gain is clamped at its thresh-
old value when lasing is achieved. For the two-section passively ML laser,
however, the absorption bleaching in the SA induced by the non-zero optical
power after lasing onset, allows the device to operate at a modal gain which
is even smaller than its threshold value. For example, if we assume the
threshold current for ES lasing Ith;ES is larger than that for GS Ith;GS , GS
lasing is achieved rst. When changing the bias condition, this lasing can
be sustained, if the photon-induced absorption bleaching  xyk and gain
compression  xygk (k = GS in this case) balance the following equation:
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where  xygk;th is the modal gain at the threshold current for the rst lasing
state (in this case the GS),  xyk;th is the modal loss at the same current,
Lgain is the length of the gain section, LSA is the length of the SA, L is the
total device length which equals to Lgain + LSA, i is the cavity intrinsic
losses, and R0 and RL are the reectivities at the SA and the gain section
side facets respectively. One should note that, unlike the transient response
 xygm n,  xygk in Eq. (3.12) represents the modal gain changes at k
= GS, ES transition induced by the optical power (from both GS and ES)
in the cavity, and averaged over time and the length of the gain section.
Similarly,  xyk is the modal absorption changes averaged over time and
the length of SA.
Obviously, ES round trip gain Eq. (3.12) is negative at GS thresh-
old current Ith;GS . However, at higher current, if the GS photon-induced
gain/absorption changes in the ES satisfy the condition
j xygkj < (LSA=Lgain) j xykj (3.13)
there will be a positive change in the original ES overall round trip gain and
therefore the onset of lasing from ES is facilitated. On the contrary, if the
condition
j xygkj > (LSA=Lgain) j xykj (3.14)
holds, there will be a negative change in the round trip gain and therefore
ES lasing will tend to be inhibited. Situations are the same if inversely ES
lasing happens rst.
From the above discussions and from Fig. 3.21a and Fig. 3.21c, we nd
that if lasing from GS is achieved rst, GS optical eld will lead to similar
level of changes in ES gain,  xygES GS = -0.4  -2.2 cm 1 and absorption,
 xyES GS = -0.3  -1.2 cm 1. ES lasing is therefore inhibited at certain
bias conditions (satisfying Eq. (3.14), since LSA is generally much shorter
than Lgain for QD passively ML laser (LSA=Lgain = 0.1  0.25).
On the contrary, if lasing from ES is achieved rst, thanks to the very
ecient photon-pumping process, the generated ES carriers quickly relax
towards the GS, contributing to the large absorption saturation at the
GS wavelength. Thus, appreciable reduction of GS saturable losses  xy
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GS ES = -3  -9 cm 1 with respect to the tiny small reduction of GS
gain  xygGS ES = -0.04  -0.2 cm 1 (Fig. 3.21b and Fig. 3.21d) are ob-
served, and lasing from GS is promoted (satisfying Eq. (3.13)). Therefore,
we can conclude that lasing from GS tends to be achieved much more easily
with respect to the lasing from ES in the two-section QD lasers. Note that
these eects are more evident at low current and low SA voltage.
In the following subsections, we show how the investigated static and
dynamic properties of the gain and the absorption inuence the achieved
lasing and ML regimes in the InAs/InGaAs QD based devices.
3.5.2 Sole GS ML and dual-state ML
We consider in this subsection two ridge-waveguide edge-emitting QD
ML lasers with dierent intrinsic losses i of 2.065 cm
 1 and 2.2 cm 1 to
change the laser operation point on the gain characteristic curves. Both de-
vices have a xed total length of 2 mm, absorber length LSA of 300 m, ridge
width of 6 m, high reection coating at the SA side facet with R0;k = 99%
(k = ES, GS) and low reection coating at the output facet with RL;k = 10%.
The parameters of the active medium are those considered in Subsection
3.5.1.
Lasing regime discussion
For these two devices, in Figs. 3.22a and 3.22b respectively, maps of the
achieved operating regimes are reported in the injection current and reverse
bias voltage plane, summarizing the corresponding lasing state at each bias
point. In addition, in Fig. 3.20a, the associated threshold material gains
for the lasing from GS (gth;GS) and ES (gth;ES) transitions of the same
devices are shown as red-cross markers on the corresponding gain curves.
The threshold material gain can be computed following Eq. (3.12) by setting
 xygk and  xyk to zero.
With increasing current, gGS shows earlier saturation than gES , there-
fore a slight increase in the intrinsic losses leads to a large increase in the GS
threshold current Ith;GS , whereas for the ES, threshold current Ith;ES does
not show severe increase due to the larger dg=dJ . More precisely, the com-
puted results show that Ith;GS < Ith;ES when i = 2.065 cm
 1 and Ith;GS
> Ith;ES when i = 2.2 cm
 1 (Fig. 2a).
The relative relationships between Ith;GS and Ith;ES are the key reasons
governing the achieved lasing regimes in Figs. 3.22a and 3.22b. Furthermore,
in order to get more insight on the physical origin of the dierent lasing
regimes, the time-space-averaged occupation probabilities  in SA and gain
sections of GS and ES at several xed reverse voltages are depicted in Fig.
3.23a-3.23d as a function of the injection current.
For the rst device (Fig. 3.22a), Ith;GS is slightly smaller than Ith;ES ,
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.22: Maps of the operation regime as a function of the injection current for
the gain section and the reverse bias voltage applied to the SA for QD two-section
ML laser with intrinsic losses of 2.065 cm 1 (a), and 2.2 cm 1 (b). There are two
layers in each gure; the background layer distinguish the bias condition region
that achieves stable ML regime with green color; the top layer indicates various
operation regimes by lling the corresponding bias condition region with dierent
line styles: GS continuous wave (GS CW, forward diagonal line), ES continuous
wave (ES CW, vertical line), simultaneous GS and ES continuous wave (ES CW
& GS CW, diagonal cross), GS mode locking and ES continuous wave (ES CW
& GS ML, backward diagonal line), sole GS mode locking (GS ML, large grid),
simultaneous GS mode locking and ES mode locking (ES ML & GS ML, horizontal
line). Cross, circle and plus markers in (b) identify the operation points which will
be discussed later.
therefore GS lasing is achieved rst; the self-consistent solution of the DDE
equations and rate-equation system for GS is obtained in a large range of bias
conditions above the rst lasing threshold Ith;GS . The balance between the
occupation probability changes in the SA SA and the gain section gain
is observed when increasing current above the threshold, always satisfying
Eq. (3.12). This can be veried by substituting in Eq. (3.12) the following
equations:  g = 2 g0 * gain and   =  2 g0 * SA, being g0
the material gain coecient. We can see from Fig. 3.23a and Fig. 3.23b
that, SA and gain of GS always obey the rule that jgainj = jSAj
* LSA / (L - LSA) (LSA = 0.3 mm is the SA length, and L - LSA =
1.7mm is the gain section length), preserving the lasing from GS. In addition,
consistently with the information obtained in Subsection 3.5.1, due to the
optical power from GS, lasing from ES is prevented, especially at low reverse
bias voltage (-3 V and -6 V). As an evidence, there is a large reduction in gain
but only a slight increase in SA for the ES, which satises the condition
3.14. By increasing the reverse voltage, due to the enhanced absorption
recovery rate (Fig. 3.21c) and the reduced GS optical power, maximum GS
absorption bleaching (Fig. 3.23a) decreases severely. To guarantee unitary
round trip gain, the corresponding GS gain compression also decreases (Fig.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.23: Time-space-averaged occupation probability in the SA (a) and gain
section (c) of the GS (green) and ES (blue) for a QD ML laser with intrinsic losses
of 2.065 cm 1 when SA reverse bias voltage is -3V (solid line), -6V (square marked)
and -9V (star marked). Time-space-averaged occupation probability in the SA (b)
and gain section (d) of the GS (green) and ES (blue) for a QD ML laser with
intrinsic losses of 2.2 cm 1 when SA reverse bias voltage is -3V (solid line), -7V
(square marked) and -9V (star marked).
3.23b), therefore the associated gain of ES becomes negligible. Under
this condition, if we increase also the injection current, GS pulse energy
will increase, leading to larger ES absorption bleaching. At the same time,
negligible ES gain compression is still guaranteed due to enhanced carrier
pumping process at high current level. So nally, onset of ES lasing can be
achieved when ES absorption bleaching is high enough to compensate the
original negative total cavity gain of ES. Furthermore, increasing the reverse
voltage, since the ES gain compression decreases, the needed reduction level
of the ES absorption also decreases; consequently the onset current of ES
lasing is shifted toward lower current.
The numerically obtained operation regimes in the rst device is qual-
itatively consistent with the experimental observations in [104], where co-
existing ES and GS lasing are achieved at high injection current and high
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reverse bias voltage. In addition, the onset current of ES lasing is shown to
decrease, though not monotonically, with increasing the reverse voltage.
On the contrary, for the second laser with i = 2.2 cm
 1 (Fig. 3.22b),
Ith;ES is now smaller than Ith;GS (see Fig. 3.20a), ES lasing is therefore
always achieved rst. In this case, GS lasing can not be self-starting. How-
ever, as we mentioned in Subsection 3.5.1, optical power from ES will leads
to severe reduction in the GS absorption (Fig. 3.23c) due to the fast re-
laxation of the photon-generated ES carriers towards the GS in the SA.
Furthermore, a relatively smaller compression of GS gain (Fig. 3.23d) is ob-
tained. These two changes easily satisfy Eq. (3.13) and therefore reduce GS
round trip cavity losses; this eect becomes stronger at larger current since
ES power becomes larger. Therefore, when the current is suciently high,
GS lasing turns on. Additionally, increasing the reverse voltage, photon-
generated carriers at ES are swept away more eciently via the enhanced
thermionic and tunneling escape processes. As a result, the amount of carri-
ers that relax from ES to GS reduces signicantly, leading to a reduction in
the eectiveness of the ES induced positive compensation of GS total cavity
losses. Consistently with this, in Fig. 3.22b, onset current of GS lasing is
postponed to higher value when SA voltage increases.
Figure 3.24: Time trace of the output peak power of GS (green) and ES (blue) at
the initial 20 ns time interval of the simulation for the device shown in Fig. 3.22b
when injection current is 240 mA and reverse voltage is -3 V (the plus marker in
Fig. 3.22b).
Once the lasing from GS is achieved, the operation conditions will be-
come similar to those of the rst device. At lower voltage, see example in
Fig. 3.24, ES emission starts rst, leading to large GS absorption bleaching
in the SA and favoring the lasing from GS. Once GS lasing starts, thanks
to the already bleached SA absorption, GS lasing can be self-sustained even
without the ES emission. In addition, ES lasing is prevented for the reasons
described in Subsection 3.5.1 and previously for the rst device. This can
be validated by the large gain compression and relative small absorption
bleaching of ES when V = -3 V (Fig. 3.23c and Fig. 3.23d), which is ex-
actly the same situation that happens in the rst device. Based on the same
reason, at larger reverse voltage, dual-state lasing is obtained.
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The simulated operation regimes for this device is instead shown to be in
qualitatively agreement with the experimental results in [103], where reverse-
emission-state-transition, i.e., ES lasing is achieved rst and then followed
by GS lasing at higher current, is observed. As we discussed here, the onset
of GS lasing is shifted toward larger current when increasing the reverse
voltage.
ML performances discussion
We take the device with i = 2.2 cm
 1 as an example for further in-
vestigations on the ML characteristics. The maps of peak power and pulse
width of ML regimes from GS and ES are reported in Fig. 3.25a-3.25d in a
plane of the forward injection current and the reverse bias voltage.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.25: Maps of GS pulse peak power (a), ES pulse peak power (b), GS pulse
width (c) and ES pulse width (d) as a function of the injection current and reverse
voltage for the device with intrinsic losses is 2.2 cm 1 as shown in Fig. 3.22b.
From Fig. 3.22b, we can nd that a variety of ML regimes are achieved
in this device. It is noteworthy to point out that, although sole ES lasing
is obtained in a large range of bias conditions, sole ES ML is never ob-
served. The restrictions to achieve sole ES ML will be discussed in detail
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in Subsection 3.5.3. Consistently with the commonly observed experimental
performances for the typical GS ML QD lasers [11], the maximum GS peak
power and the minimum GS pulse width are observed at low current and
high voltage when sole GS ML is achieved (Fig. 3.25a and Fig. 3.25b). Just
beyond the sole GS ML region, at higher current, the leading edge instability
induced by spontaneous emission noise is encountered, which nally results
in continuous wave operation of the GS.
On the contrary, within dual-state ML region, in most of the bias con-
ditions, an unstable dual-state ML with regular amplitude modulation is
observed (Fig. 3.22b), with similar pulse width and peak power as sole GS
ML (Fig. 3.25a and Fig. 3.25b). Nevertheless, it is noticeable that at high
current and high voltage, a stable dual-state ML regime is achieved, ac-
companied with remarkable enhanced pulse peak power and pulse width for
both ES and GS. This stable ML regime can be obtained only in limited bias
conditions, since at higher current (beyond the bias condition in Fig. 3.22)
the LEI will start to appear rst in the GS ML. Two operating conditions,
one representing the unstable dual-state ML (the cross marker, V = -6 V,
I = 390 mA) and another representing the stable dual-state ML (the circle
marker, V= -8 V, I = 570 mA), are studied in detail later.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.26: For the device with intrinsic losses is 2.2 cm 1 as shown in Fig. 3.22b,
the RF spectra of the pulse trains when the laser is biased with V = -6 V, I = 390
mA (a) and biased with V = -8 V, I = 570 mA (b), corresponding to the cross and
circle markers shown in Fig. 3.25a - 3.25d respectively.
In Fig. 3.26a and Fig. 3.26b, the radio frequency spectra of these two
conditions are reported in a narrow frequency window around the funda-
mental repetition frequency. For the rst operating condition, two distinct
fundamental lines appear in the RF spectrum (Fig. 3.26a), corresponding
respectively to the pulse train of GS with a repetition frequency fGS =
22.374 GHz and the pulse train of ES with a repetition frequency fES =
21.915 GHz. This dierence in the repetition frequencies conrms the dif-
ferent group velocities of GS and ES pulses. As shown in Fig. 3.27, this
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dierence not only leads to desynchronization between GS and ES pulse
trains, but also results in an amplitude modulation characterized by a peri-
odicity of 1/f (f = fGS - fES = 459 MHz). In frequency domain, this
is equivalent to multiple side-bands around the fundamental GS and ES
lines with lower power and equal separation f between each other. This RF
spectrum shows qualitative agreement with the experimental observations
in [103], where both the fundamental lines and the side-bands are present
when dual-state ML is achieved. On the contrary in [104], although dual-
state ML is also observed, the achieved ES pulse power at the shown bias
condition is very small with respect to the GS pulse power, extremely weak-
ening the inuence of the ES pulse on the GS pulse. As a consequence,
the side-bands would have an even smaller power that is almost merged
with the background noise. We believe this fact explains partially the ab-
sence of side lobes in the reported RF spectrum in [104]. We also observed
that, in the simulations, the strength of this amplitude modulation and the
side-band/main-peak power ratio change with the bias condition.
A completely dierent dynamic regime is instead found at the second
operating point, where a single well dened line at fGS is observed in the
RF spectrum (Fig. 3.26b), indicating that the pulses from both states are
propagating with the same velocity vg;GS (vg;GS > vg;ES) in the cavity. We
nd that this locked traveling of ES and GS pulses arises from the large
forward shift of the ES pulse in time domain induced by the large positive
net gain window preceding the pulse.
To clarify the physical origins of the amplitude modulation operation in
the rst condition and the locked pulse traveling in the second condition, the
associated gain and absorption dynamics determining the generation of the
mode locked pulses are depicted in Fig. 3.27 and Fig. 3.28. In these gures,
the total losses A() and the total amplication G() experienced by the
pulse during one complete round trip within the laser cavity are shown in
detail.
Consistently with the presence of side-bands in the RF spectrum enve-
lope, amplitude modulations are observed in the time domain pulse traces
of GS and ES (Fig. 3.27a) with a characteristic periodicity 1/f . Pulse
evolutions and the associated G() and A() dynamics in two distinct short
time intervals are zoomed in Fig. 3.27(c-d) and Fig. 3.27(e-g) respectively,
corresponding to the highlighted region 1 and region 2 in Fig. 3.27a.
In the rst time interval, ES pulse follows the GS pulse with a large
relative delay. As discussed previously, GS lasing is always self-preserved and
immediately leads to a signicant reduction of the ES gainG() (Fig. 3.27d).
However, this GS pulse induced ES gain reduction now has enough time to
recover back to a sucient high value that overcomes the overall ES losses
A() before the arrival of the subsequent ES pulse. Therefore, ES pulse
feels a positive net gain within one round trip and tends to be amplied.
In addition, ES gain reduction induced by the ES pulse is compensated by
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Figure 3.27: ML operation at V = -6 V, I = 390 mA, represented by cross marker
in Fig. 3.25. (a) Time traces of the pulse output power from GS (green) and ES
(blue) in a time interval from 90 ns to 100 ns. Output power from GS and ES (b),
and the net gain window of GS (c) and ES (d) are shown in the zoomed time interval
corresponding to the highlighted region 1 in (a). Output power from GS and ES
(e), and the net gain window of GS (f) and ES (g) are shown in the zoomed time
interval corresponding to the highlighted region 2 in (a). In the net gain window,
the overall losses AGS() (brown line) and overall amplication GGS() (black line)
experienced by the pulse during a single round trip in the cavity are shown with
the corresponding pulse envelope (dashed line).
the carriers escaped from GS state, leading to an early started compression
of the GS gain (Fig. 3.27c), which is encountered by the closely followed
subsequent GS pulse, resulting in a gradual decrease in the GS pulse energy.
Due to the dierent group velocity, the relative delay between two adja-
cent GS and ES pulses increases with time in region 1 and nally ES pulse
is overlapped with the followed GS pulse in the region 2 (Fig. 3.27e). In
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this case, the GS pulse induces a large ES gain compression experienced by
the synchronous ES pulse, as a result, ES pulse has a negative round trip
gain and consequently its energy decreases gradually (Fig. 3.27g). On the
contrary, the ES carriers produced by the absorption of ES pulse in the SA,
quickly pump the lower energy GS, reducing signicantly the GS absorption
seen by the synchronous GS pulse. Due to this eect, positive round trip
gain is achieved in GS, enhancing gradually GS pulse energy (Fig. 3.27f).
In [103], dual-stable ML is achieved at rather low reverse voltage (even
at 0 V) and thus the interplays between GS and ES pulses are dominated
by the absorption dynamics in the SA. Here, on the contrary the photon
pumping process is much less ecient since device operate at very high
reverse voltage and instead the coupled GS and ES gain dynamics in the
gain section are instead dominating. This can be claried by the fact that
the increase or decrease of ES pulse energy is achieved at dierent relative
time-location of ES and GS pulses with respect to that reported in [103].
Figure 3.28: ML operation at V = -8 V, I = 570 mA, represented by circle marker
in Fig. 3.25. (a) Time traces of the pulse output power from GS (green) and ES
(blue) in a time interval from 96 ns to 97 ns. The net gain window of GS (b)
and ES (c) are shown in the same zoomed time interval within the time interval
in (a). In the net gain window, the overall losses AGS() (brown line) and overall
amplication GGS() (black line) experienced by the pulse during a single round
trip in the cavity are shown with the corresponding pulse envelope (dashed line).
For the second operating condition, well-formed pulse traces from GS and
ES with negligible peak power jitter can be seen in Fig. 3.28a. The behavior
of GS pulse can be easily understood by analyzing the evolutions of G()
and A() in Fig. 3.28b. The overall round trip gain G() equals exactly
the overall losses A() when there is the pulse, guaranteeing an identical
reproduced pulse after one round trip. Being G() smaller than A() behind
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the pulse, the noise perturbations following the pulse are eliminated, whereas
the tiny positive net gain window before the pulse is not strong enough to
lead to the LEI; therefore stable GS ML is sustained.
A very dierent ES net gain window with respect to that shown in Fig.
3.27 is observed in the second operating condition. In Fig. 3.28d and Fig.
3.28g, ES pulses leading edge and trailing edge experience simultaneous
overall attenuation or amplication. Therefore, there is no relative shift
of the pulse in time domain when circulating in the cavity and ES pulse
travels with its own group velocity vg;ES . In the second case, however,
a positive/negative net gain window appears before/after ES pulse peak
(Fig. 3.28c), contributing to an amplication of the leading edge optical
eld and an attenuation of the trailing edge optical eld. Inuenced by
the combination of these two eects, ES pulse is forward shifted in the time
domain, equivalent to say that it is propagating with a larger group velocity.
Actually, this larger group velocity is equal exactly to vg;GS because, if a
slight shift from vg;GS happens, the GS pulse induced gain and absorption
changes will force the ES pulse to go back. Therefore, ES pulse seems to be
clamped with the pulse from GS in this case.
This equal-group-velocity dual-state ML has not been reported in liter-
atures so far. To further validate the results, a reduced set of simulations in
similar bias conditions have been done using TDTW model and the reported
DDE results were fully conrmed.
We have to point out that both the spontaneous emission and the back-
ground noise are included in our simulation. However, they do not result
in visible instability in ES ML even when a large positive net gain window
appears at pulse leading edge in the second operating condition. This phe-
nomenon can be attributed partially to the fast relative shift of ES pulse
with respect to the background noise, which limits the amplication of the
noise before being merged with the pulse [74].
3.5.3 Sole ES ML
It can be seen from Fig. 3.22a and 3.22b that sole GS ML is established
almost immediately after the onset of GS lasing. Then it is important to
identify the reason why the sole ES ML cannot instead be achieved in the
device with i = 2.2 cm
 1 at any of the investigated bias conditions and only
continuous wave ES lasing is observed. Two main reasons are responsible
for this result.
In Section 3.1, the S parameter has been introduced. For the device with
i = 2.2 cm
 1, GS lasing happens rst, so dgGS=dn and dgES=dn are cal-
culated at the threshold carrier density of the GS nGS;th; and the computed
S parameter using Eq. (3.4) is 95 and 0.84 for GS and ES respectively.
Therefore, it is clear that sole ES ML cannot be obtained in this device,
since SES is less than one in this case, which means that the gain section is
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even easier to be saturated than the SA for ES.
Besides the requirement in the S parameter, enough pulse energy to
saturate the SA is also essential to form a pulse. For pulses longer than the
time scale governing the recovery of a quasi-equilibrium distribution in the
QD layers, the absorber saturation energy Ek;sat;SA (k= GS or ES) can be
estimated using Eq. (3.2) [105]:
According to Fig. 3.20b and Eq. (3.2), EGS;sat;SA is found to be only
1.4 pJ while EES;sat;SA is found to be approximately 7 pJ. Consistently with
above values, GS ML happens almost immediately above its lasing threshold,
while sole ES ML is not achieved since the onset of the ES-induced GS
lasing requires a ES optical energy which is even smaller than EES;sat;SA.
Therefore, when current increases, the maximum accumulated ES optical
energy before the onset of GS lasing is still not high enough to suciently
saturate the ES absorption.
To conclude, in this section, the competition between GS and ES ML
regimes in two passively mode locked lasers has been simulated with a mod-
ied MS-DDE approach. The reported operations have been fully explained
from the results of the investigations of the gain and absorption steady-
state and dynamic properties for InAs/InGaAs QD medium. Regarding the
ML quality, we demonstrated not only the experimentally observed unsta-
ble dual-state ML, but also a stable dual-state ML regime at high injection
current and reverse voltage, with signicant improved peak power and pulse
width.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a typical kind of QD-based monolithic laser, i.e., the
passively mode-locked laser, has been comprehensively investigated via the
FDTW and the MS-DDE models.
Based on the study of the fundamental analytic concepts governing the
ML formation, ML lasers with and without the same value for the stability
parameter S have been compared separately.
Various methods, such as increasing the SA length, changing the gain
section to tapered shape and varying the number of the QD layers involving
in the device active region, have been exploited to achieve higher S value in
one device. Our simulation results conrm that if letting the device operate
at a working point with high S where the gain is much harder to be saturated
than the absorption, ML regime with high power, short width and better
stability generally can be obtained. However, depending on the depth that
one pushes the S parameter to high value, few drawbacks like trailing edge
instability and early onset of lasing from ES transition may be encountered.
In addition, if keeping a xed S, methods such as properly increasing the
output reectivity (increasing the SA length at the same time), increasing
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the cavity total length and using the anti-colliding pulse mode-locking con-
guration still allow further improvements in the peak power or the pulse
width of the obtained ML pulses. Our detail study of the intracavity pulse
energy distributions in these device supply proper interpretation of above
described results.
Comparison between the GS and ES MLs and the simultaneous GS&ES
ML regime have also been discussed. We found that, with respect to the ES,
it is always much easier to achieve lasing or ML from the GS. Especially,
we demonstrated that at current and voltage well above the threshold, GS
ML with signicantly enhanced peak power, pulse width and stability is
achieved under the help of the co-existing ES ML which has a locked group




In Chapter 2, we introduced the FDTW and the DDE models for the
QD-based semiconductor lasers and they were applied in Chapter 3 to study
the QD-based lasers under ML regime. In these two models, the optical eld
is temporally and one-dimension-spatially resolved, so the optical eld am-
plitude dynamics in the time domain and the varying along the longitudinal
direction can be evaluated, such as the ML regime we studied in Chapter
3. However, these models neglect the variations of the optical eld prole
in both the lateral and the transversal directions and therefore only appli-
cable to the QD devices with uniform cross-section. In practice, various
devices with non-uniform cross-section, such as curvilinear directional cou-
plers, branching waveguides, S-shaped bent waveguides and tapered waveg-
uides are also indispensable components in constructing integrated optical
circuits. Therefore, analysis techniques capable of solving optical eld dyna-
mics in longitudinally-varying devices are of paramount importance. Among
the others, the beam propagation method is the most powerful technique to
investigate the linear and nonlinear optical eld propagation phenomena in
such devices [106].
This chapter starts from the introduction of a nite-dierence BPM (FD-
BPM) model which is capable to simulate the QD-based devices with non-
uniform cross-section (in Section 4.1). Then, in Section 4.2, this model is
rst used to investigate the gain-guided or weakly index-guided QD-based
SOAs, which are used as parts of the master oscillator power amplier
(MOPA) system designed for the amplication of a stream of high power
pulses. Later in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, studies of the anti-reection eciency
and the QD-based straight or bent lasers are reported.
Results presented in this chapter have been obtained in the framework
of the "Fast-Dot" European project.
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4.1 Numerical modeling via FD-BPM
BPM has already been widely and successfully used to model the eld
evolution in 2D or 3D in longitudinally varying bulk and QW devices (see
e.g. [107]). In this model, the local gain and the local refractive index are
two of the most important parameters governing the optical eld transfor-
mation along the propagation direction, and are usually simply related by
the linewidth enhancement factor when modeling bulk and QW devices (see
e.g. [108]). Although this approximation has been used also for QD ma-
terials (see e.g. [109]), it does not appear to be suciently precise in QD
cases [36] when high saturation eect occurs. In this section, we propose a
simple yet very eective way to extend the BPM model to describe QD de-
vices by coupling it with the pre-calculated modal gain and refractive index
obtained using multi-population rate equation (MPRE) system [59] which
give a detailed description of the physical mechanisms that take place in QD
materials and therefore is a self-consistent way to model the nonlinear vari-
ations of gain and refractive index. The BPM equation is solved based on
the nite dierence method, so we refer this model as the FD-BPM model.
The carrier concentration reduction, in the region of high photon in-
tensity, will inuence signicantly both the modal gain and the refractive
index, leading to the gain saturation eect [110] and the self-focusing eect
[111] respectively. It is obvious that these two eects will play an impor-
tant role in determining the device performances, i.e., the output power and
beam quality, and have been studied separately using simplied models in
previous papers [110], [112], [113], [114]. Unlike them, the joint inuence
of the modal gain and refractive index variation on the device characteris-
tics can be investigated eectively using the proposed model; the results are
presented in following sections.
In this chapter, we considered both gain-guided and index-guided QD-
based devices, which are used as parts of the optical source systems for the
generation of a stream of high power pulses. For this kind of application,
few reasonable approximations are made to reduce the computational cost
of this model. First, output from the mode locked laser usually has an
average power in the range of mW indicating that the QD SOA operates
at high gain saturation regime; this hypothesis allowed us to neglect the
amplied spontaneous emission (ASE) which is strongly suppressed in this
case. Secondly, a CW approximation is used since the applications we are
addressing involve high power pulses with high repetition frequency (in the
scale of GHz) and therefore the average input power is the parameter that
should be taken into account.
It must be pointed out that although this model evaluate the eld dy-
namics only in the lateral and the longitudinal directions, it can also be
applied directly to generate more rigorous approach where 3D propagation
and opto-thermal eects are considered.
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Electric eld evolution
The complete description of the electric eld evolution in a 3D device
has been approximated in this model by the combination of the eective
index method (EIM) and FD-BPM. The former is exploited to simplify the
computation task of eld evolution from 3D to 2D and then the latter is
used to propagate electric eld in the lateral-longitudinal (X-Z) plane.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of a symmetric tapered SOA.
Figure 4.1 gives for example a schematic illustration of the geometry of
a tapered symmetric semiconductor QD SOA, where (x; z) is the forward
propagating electric eld, R0 and RL are the residual facet power reectiv-
ities at x = 0 and x = L respectively. The coordinates denition in this
gure is valid throughout this chapter.
The 2D wave equation for the slowly varying components of the elec-
tric eld (x; z) in QD material is based on the well known BPM second
order dierential equation (see e.g [106], [115]), which is derived from the




















where k0 = 2=0 is the propagation constant calculated at the reference
wavelength 0, n0 is the reference refractive index outside the active waveg-
uide, i are the intrinsic waveguide losses, ni(x; z) is the passive waveguide
eective refractive index prole (obtained using EIM), n(x; z; J; jj2) and
g(x; z; J; jj2) are, respectively, the modal gain (or absorption) and the re-
fractive index variation induced by interaction between carriers and photons.
The rst term in the right hand side of Eq. (4.1) represents the free
space propagation in the medium with reference refractive index n0, while
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the following three terms determine the propagation of the conned eld in
the waveguide with linear (ni) and nonlinear (g, n) eects and the intrinsic
losses i.
For the longitudinally non-uniform device we considered, both the modal
gain and the refractive index depend on the lateral and longitudinal posi-
tions, x and z. In addition, beside the dependence of local injected cur-
rent density J(x; z), they vary also according to the local photon density
S(x; z) (proportional to j(x; z)j2), due to the saturation eect that can be
attributed to the nite intraband carrier relaxation rates of the QD mate-
rial. Particular attention has to be paid to the calculation of g(J; jj2) and
n(J; jj2) as described in next part.
Gain and refractive index variation
Since we consider only the CW emission regime, the dependence of the
modal gain and the refractive index variation on the injection current density
and the photon density (g(J; jj2) and n(J; jj2)) are calculated in advance
by searching for the stationary solution of a multi-population rate equation
system which is more complex than the single-population rate equation sys-
tem shown in Section 2.3 when setting J and S to xed values. This MPRE
system, although is more complex, has similar structure of that in Section
2.3, the dierences just come from that the entire QD ensembles are divided
into several sub-groups and QDs are identical in each sub-group. Explicit
description of this rate equation system can be found in [24].
By solving this MPRE system in stationary condition for a discrete set of
current densities J and photon densities S, we obtain the carrier occupation
probabilities in the conned states of each QD sub-group, which are in turn
used to calculate the QD susceptibility spectra (; J; S). Since the eld
is assumed to be monochromatic with the chosen reference wavelength 0,
the modal gain g(0; J; S) and the refractive index variation n(0; J; S)
can be computed simply by evaluating the imaginary and real part of the
susceptibility spectra at 0.
An example of the result of these computations is shown in Fig. 4.2,
demonstrating how the optical gain and refractive index change with the
increases in the photon density and injection current. Saturation eect can
be clearly observed at the region where optical power is high. For moderate
optical power, the gain or absorption is always reduced, whereas the index
changes can be positive or negative depending on the current density level;
when the optical power is further increased, both of them go consistently to
zero. Moreover, despite the small increase in the refractive index for very low
J , a signicant increase of the gain and a reduction of the refractive index
are found when the current density J is increased. It can also be concluded
from Fig. 4.2a that the gain saturation onset is slightly increased, i.e.,
the -3dB saturation density Ssat is larger, by increasing injection current.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2: Example of modal gain g (a) and refractive index variation n (b)
obtained for 15 dot-in-a-well layers material operating at about 1.3 m, for dierent
values of the injected current density J and photon density S.
These nonlinear behaviours of both the gain and the refractive index will
signicantly inuence the optical eld amplication in QD-based devices.
Numerical simulation approach for unidirectional SOAs
In the axially varying waveguides, the optical wave propagates in the
planar waveguide with evolution in the lateral distributions. The optical
amplitude, the carrier density, the gain variation and the carrier-induced
refractive index variation are functions of both the longitudinal coordinate
z and the lateral coordinate x. Therefore, a proper 2D simulation window
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should be dened, which has the same length as the device but a larger
width in order to guarantee that the electric eld almost goes to zero at
the window border. Transparent boundary conditions are used at the upper
and lower borders of the simulation window to eliminate the non-realistic
inward-propagating wave [116]. R0 = 0 and RL = 0 are assumed at the
left and the right borders. The structure is discretized with a Cartesian
bi-dimensional grid, being z and x the unit step in the longitudinal and




Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic of the simulation window. (b) The block diagram of the
simulation procedure for a unidirectional SOA in one step.
The simulation is performed iteratively to propagate the eld (x; z)
from z to z + z and Eq. (4.1) is numerically solved by approximating
the dierential operator by the corresponding incremental ratio over the 2D
grid; this yields to a well-known tri-diagonal system which can be solved
very eciently. At each node of current lateral slice, the local modal gain
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g(x; z) and the local refractive index variation n(x; z) are calculated by in-
terpolating the values of pre-calculated g(0; J; S) and n(0; J; S) curves at
the operating current density J(x; z) and the local photon densities S(x; z).
Details of the numerical nite dierence approach to solve the second order
dierential equation Eq. (4.1) can be found in [106].
As schematically shown in Fig. 4.3b, simulation of a QD SOA is per-
formed in each longitudinal slice. The constant current density and the
optical intensity distribution in prior slice are used to calculate the new
gain and new index prole for the current slice. Then, they are inserted
into the BPM wave equation Eq. (4.1), where the electric eld amplitude
is modied by the gain and the phase is modied by the refractive index to
obtain the new optical intensity prole for the current slice. Then we move
to the next slice. Once the initial electric eld distribution at the input
position (x; z = 0) is given, by successively performing this process along
the beam propagation direction, we can nally get the electric eld prole
at the output facet.
In each slice z, the lateral carrier diusion eect is included quantita-
tively by applying a sliding window average operator on g(x; z) and n(x; z)
with a properly chose window width (we used 4 m in following investiga-
tions, in order to get similar carrier distribution as that obtained using
another commercial tool which calculates explicitly the carrier distribution
in the transversal plane).
Under the CW operation condition, the carrier distribution in the con-
ned state of each node in the simulation window is independent of time. So
by calculating the steady state g(0; J; S) and n(0; J; S) curves before the
iterative solution process of the eld propagation, we can obtain the entire
electric eld distribution with relatively low computational cost. Therefore,
this FD-BPM model represents a powerful simulation approach which can
be applied in CW analysis and design of QD SOAs. However, one should
notice that proper selection of the simulation window and the simulation
steps in lateral and longitudinal directions is needed to ensure accuracy and
short computational cost at the same time.
Numerical simulation approach for FP cavity lasers
In order to simulate the laser, both the forward and the backward prop-
agating elds should be considered. Therefore, two equations like Eq. (4.1)
have to be solved, one for the forward propagating optical eld +(x; z) and
another for the backward propagating optical eld  (x; z). Furthermore,
unlike that for the unidirectional SOA, in the FP laser case, the local modal
gain and local eective refractive index variation should be calculated at
each grid point as a function of the current density J and the total local
photon density, which is proportional to j+(x; z)j2 + j (x; z)j2.
In the FDTW model, evolutions of the forward and backward propa-
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Figure 4.4: The block diagram of the simulation procedure for a FP cavity laser.
gating elds are calculated simultaneously. In this FD-BPM model, they
are evaluated successively until a self-consistent solution for the optical eld
within one complete round-trip in the cavity is achieved. The stable self-
consistent solution of the electric eld can be found by following the algo-
rithm presented below (see also Fig. 4.4). One propagation iteration means
the optical eld forward or backward passes through the entire cavity once.
1 The electric eld +n (x; z) at the n
th iteration is propagated in the for-
ward direction assuming as backward eld the distribution  n 1(x; z)
obtained in the n-1th propagation iteration. So the total local photon
density for this iteration is S+n +S
 
n 1. When n=0, 
 
 1(x; z) equals to
0, and the initial guess of the electric eld at the input facet +0 (x; 0)
is a Gaussian prole eld with proper spot size for gain-guided device,
or is assumed to be the fundamental mode of the input waveguide for
index-guided device.
2 When the forward electric eld +n (x; z) reaches the right facet, z = L,




n (x; L) and the
initial eld of the backward propagation  n+1(x; L) is generated.
3 The electric eld  n+1(x; L) is propagated in the backward direction,
assuming the just calculated +n (x; z) as the forward eld distribution.
So the total local photon density for this iteration is S+n + S
 
n+1.
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Then the procedure goes back to step 1.
This loop is performed iteratively, until the output eld variation error
at the right facet z = L after one complete round-trip is less than a user-
specied tolerance.
Generally, the convergent eld distribution could be found within 10
round trips. However, for certain device congurations or bias conditions,
the convergence criterion can not be achieved (or hardly achieved depends
on the required tolerance), since the device works in an unstable condi-
tion, for example, when strong lamentation appears. In this case the rela-
tive variation of output eld after one complete round-trip doesn't decrease
monotonically to zero, but uctuates.
4.2 Investigation of tapered SOA
Semiconductor optical ampliers oer various applications in optical
communication systems, including direct amplication of optical signals as
an optical power booster, and also applications as a power amplier to im-
plement a high power laser source. They can also be used to realize other
functions such as optical wawelength conversion, wavelength ltering, and
optical phase conjugation.
In "Fast-Dot" project, the MOPA structure is utilized aiming to achieve
extremely high power optical pulse from the QD-based devices. The MOPA
system consists actually of two autonomously operating devices, i.e., a semi-
conductor laser oscillator and an semiconductor optical amplier. The pas-
sively ML laser investigated in Chapter 3 can be used as an oscillator, gen-
erating well shaped continuous pulse train. While the tapered SOA which
will be discussed in this section is used as the optical power amplier.
In this section, we present the investigation results of the tapered quan-
tum dot semiconductor optical ampliers in continuous wave high saturation
regime using above illustrated FD-BPM model which includes in a rigorous
way the nonlinear gain and refractive index variations in the semiconduc-
tor gain medium caused by saturation eects in QD. Using this model, a
comprehensive analysis of the symmetric tapered QD SOAs is reported, ver-
ifying the inuence of saturation eect on the characteristics of such devices
and optimizing the design of both gain and weakly index-guided (WIG)
structures for operating in high saturation regime.
4.2.1 General properties and design strategies
With respect to their application as a linear optical power amplier, the
QD-based SOAs exhibit broad spectral amplication bandwidth and low
chirp at the same time [117]. However the inhomogeneous broadening of
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the QD ensemble and the small active volume of QD heterostructure lead to
relatively low modal gain of QD-based SOA, therefore requiring very long
cavity and high injection current [118]. Nevertheless, the heat problem and
the catastrophic optical damage (COD) problem still limit the achievement
of high output power.
To overcome the drawbacks of low output power and COD, in principle,
high power optical beam can be achieved by using a broad area gain region.
However, in this kind of device, the beam deterioration due to nonlinear
eects, such as lamentation, is the practical limiting factor at high power.
The physical reason of the lamentation can be attributed to several fac-
tors. First, uctuation of optical beam intensity leads to non-uniform gain
depletion and also spatial variation of the carrier distribution, which in turn
further enhances the gain to vary spatially, leading to eect like spatial hole
burning. In addition, the variation of carrier distribution also results to spa-
tial varying of the refractive index. And the associated self-focusing arising
from spatial-dependent refractive index prole breaks up the lateral mode
prole into multiple laments.
Tapered SOA is one of the many dierent designs proposed to achieve
a high power semiconductor source with still a relatively good beam qual-
ity [119], [?]. This design strategy has attracted particular attention also
for providing a low cost, technological simple, yet eective device geome-
try suitable for high power and high brightness operation [90]. However,
using this strategy, the local gain saturation and refractive index variation,
which are important factors aecting the device characteristics of the QD-
SOAs, should be properly treated. Therefore, careful design of the material
epitaxy and the device geometry is still essential to delay the onset of the
lamentation in a tapered SOA.
A typical tapered SOA, as shown in 4.1, consists of a ridge waveguide
and a tapered section. The beginning straight section is designed to ensure
a single spatial mode which will launches into the tapered section, and to
lter out the undesired radiations coming from input optical eld. Then, the
single mode optical eld diracts during the propagation along the tapered
section, lowing the optical intensity. The relatively low optical intensity in
the gain section reduces the impact of nonlinear phenomena related to the
spatial hole burning eect and the self-focusing eect, so maintaining the
beam quality.
In addition, to avoid undesired lasing caused by back-reection into the
waveguide mode, both end facets of the practical SOAs are tilted, inhibit-
ing lasing and allowing for single-pass amplication of the pumping source.
However, in our numerical simulation, we consider the SOA as perpendicular
to the simulation window. Primary test simulation conrms the validation
of this assumption. The tapered active region also has the eect to reduce
the back-reection of the optical eld, this property will be discussed in
Section 4.3.
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The above descriptions are the basic ideas behind tapered SOA design.
However, although these ideas seem to be quite simple, complete underlying
physics are complex. Accurate numerical models are therefore desirable
not only to understand the strong nonlinear dynamics happening in high
power SOAs, but also to supply reliable predictive designs and help the
manufacturers to improve device performances.
4.2.2 Simulation of a typical tapered SOA
In this subsection, we consider a gain-guided SOA, which as schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 4.1 has total length Ltotal = 6 mm, consists of a 0.5 mm
long 14 m wide uniform input section and a tapered section with length
Ltaper = 5.5 mm and full taper angle taper = 0.5
, and operates at a wave-
length of about 1.3 m. The initial width of the SOA uniform section is
chosen based on the criterion that higher order modes should be ltered
out, but at the same time, modal gain should be as high as possible. The
gain-guiding active region is dened by applying proton bombarding at the
outside region (described in Section 1.3). The device we considered consists
of 15 InAs/In:15Ga:85As dot-in-a-well layers, as a material with larger num-
ber of QD layers generally presents higher gain and higher saturation density
Ssat. The current is supposed to be uniformly injected below the contact
layer. The model parameters required as input to the MPRE analysis for
g(0; J; S) and n(0; J; S) can be found in [59].
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Simulation results of a 0.5 degree tapered GG SOA when input optical
power Pin = 15 dBm and injection current density Jin = 650 A/cm
2: (a) Lateral
distribution of photon density (solid curve), modal gain (dotted curve) and carrier
induced refractive index variation (dashed curve) at SOA output section (when z =
6 mm). Two vertical dashed lines indicate the local width of the active region; (b)
Optical intensity map in XZ plane, with solid lines indicating device active region,
and dashed lines indicating the -3 dB contour of the optical intensity. Optical
intensity is shown in white when it is lower than 10 7.
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In Fig. 4.5a, the photon density distribution of this 6 mm long tapered
GG SOA, when optical input power is Pin = 15 dBm and injection current
density is Jin = 650 A/cm
2, is shown at SOA output section with the corre-
sponding saturated gain and refractive index proles. We can see that the
optical eld is well conned within this waveguide due to: the gain guiding
eect, which restricts the optical eld within the border of the active re-
gion by absorbing photons outside and amplifying photons inside; and the
carrier-induced refractive index variation, which forms an internal weakly
index guiding waveguide inside the active region and helps to further focus
the optical eld. Referring to Fig. 4.2, when the optical intensity increases,
the guiding strength of the gain eect decreases due to gain suppression.
On the contrary, the self-focusing strength, arising from the refractive index
variation, increases due to enhanced index guiding prole.
These two guiding eects just identied are essential when we interpret
the optical intensity distribution in the XZ plane (Fig. 4.5b). Just af-
ter the uniform section, the optical eld diracts during the propagation
in the tapered section, lowering the optical density and allowing the eld
approaching the waveguide border; as the optical intensity is still low now,
the gain guiding eect becomes dominant. When optical intensity increases,
the refractive index self-focusing eect starts to supply visible contribution
in the optical eld connement, i.e., forces the eld to be apart from the
waveguide border gradually.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: SOA performances: in (a), the Input/Output gain (continuous lines)
and the beam quality factor M2 (dashed lines); in (b), the output optical power
under dierent injection current densities when the input excitation optical power
is Pin = 0 dBm (square marker), 10 dBm (triangle marker) or 15 dBm (circle
marker). Device layout parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.5. The numbered
circles correspond to the bias and excitation cases discussed later in Fig. 4.7.
The performances of this 0.5 degree tapered GG SOA under dierent bias
and excitation conditions are reported in Fig. 4.6 where the Input/Output
gain GI=O, the beam quality factorM2 [120] and the output power Pout have
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been evaluated. As expected, GI=O decreases signicantly with increasing
Pin (Fig. 4.6a), and the reduction of GI=O almost compensates the dier-
ence in input power, therefore there is no signicant change in the output
power for various Pin we considered (Fig. 4.6b); but GI=O increases slowly
when Jin increases (Fig. 4.6a) in the considered range. This behaviour is
consistent with the properties of modal gain shown in Fig. 4.2a, and de-
notes that for such a long SOA the maximum achievable output power is
almost independent of Pin (in fact, according to our simulation, for this 6
mm long SOA, the I/O chip gain decreases almost 10 dB/dec with respect
to the input power at high saturation regime), but strictly limited by the
gain saturation eect due to carrier depletion, which can be improved only
with signicant increase of Jin.
In order to give an interpretation of the M2 results in Fig. 4.6, we con-
sider three cases to explain why the beam qualityM2 increases signicantly
with the input power (from case 1 to case 2) and why it remains practically
unchanged when increasing the current (from case 2 to case 3). To do this
we report in Fig. 4.7 the refractive index, the gain and the photon density
proles computed at the input and output sections of the SOA. Being the
structure and the excitation symmetric we report only the half left side of
the input proles and the half right side of the output proles.
Figure 4.7: Input (when z = 0 mm) and output (when z = 6 mm) lateral proles
of the modal gain and the carrier induced refractive index variation (a, b) and
the photon density distribution (c, d) for the three dierent operating conditions
indicated in Fig. 4.6. For case 1: Pin = 0 dBm and Jin = 1100 A/cm
2 (x marker);
for case 2: Pin = 15 dBm and Jin = 1100 A/cm
2 (plus marker); for case 3: Pin =
15 dBm and Jin = 2000 A/cm
2 (circle marker). Been the results symmetric only
the results for x < 0 are reported for the input section and those for x > 0 in the
output section. The vertical dashed lines represent the border of the waveguide
width. Device layout parameters are the same as those in Fig. 4.5.
Being the considered input excitation relatively high (Fig. 4.7c), signi-
cant gain saturation eects can be already seen when comparing the results
of case 1 and 2 (Fig. 4.7a), while in case 3 the higher injection compensates
the saturation. An important dierence between the considered cases is that
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the lateral absorption saturation region in case 2 and 3 is wider than in case
1 due to the higher input power (Fig. 4.7a), which consequently lead to
weaker gain guiding ability. Being the maximum output power dierence of
only 3 dB between the considered cases (Fig. 4.6b and also Fig. 4.7d) the
saturation in the active region is similar at the output slice, while the ab-
sorption saturation region outside the injection region is growing from case
1 to case 3 (Fig. 4.7b). According to these considerations we can say that
the increase of the M2 parameter with increasing input power is associated
with an expansion of the lateral absorption saturation region; the practically
constant M2 parameter found in the current interval between case 2 and 3
is manly due to the formation of a weakly index guiding waveguide caused
by the reduction of the refractive index at the border of the injection region
when moving from case 2 to case 3, which compensates to a certain extent
the decrease of gain guiding ability due to wider absorption saturation in
case 3 (Fig. 4.7b).
4.2.3 Performances improvement for tapered SOA
In this subsection two kinds of devices are investigated and optimized;
one is gain-guided as that in the previous subsection and one is index-guided
used to further improve the characteristics of the gain-guided one.
To compare device performances of dierent SOAs, we use as gure of
merit the I/O gain corrected by the coupling eciency of the output eld:
Gcorrected = GI=Ocoupling (4.2)
In our case according to [121], coupling is calculated directly from the








This formula, used in our simulation, should/could be modied for other
specic applications.
We have shown in Subsection 4.2.2 that the maximum output power
is strictly limited by the gain saturation eect. Therefore, increasing the
full taper angle is one possibility to achieve better device performance, e.g.,
higher gain, since the active region area is increased.
The results for the GG device considered in Section 4.2.2 by changing
taper are reported in Fig. 4.8. When we increase taper, GI=O increases
monotonically due to lower photon density in the wider active region and
consequently gain saturation eects are weaker, while M2 does not show a
monotonic variation, and achieve a minimum value at taper = 0.4
. Instead
of analysing the independently changed GI=O andM2, we can now calculate
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Figure 4.8: Variation of GI=O (solid line),M2 (dash-dotted line), and corrected I/O
gain (dashed line) of the tapered GG SOA considered in Section 4.2.2 for dierent
full taper angles taper when Pin = 15 dBm and Jin = 650 A/cm
2.
the corrected I/O gain according to Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) and show that taper
= 0.7 is the best taper angle for this GG tapered SOA.
Another possibility to improve the device performance is to introduce a
WIG eect into the pure GG SOA in order to compensate the increase of
the absorption saturation region discussed in the previous subsection. We
assume to introduce a shallow ridge at the electrode border that allows a
lateral current connement and also produces a weak photon connement
by lowering the eective refractive index at the region outside the ridge.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: WIG SOA characteristics: in (a), the Input/Output gain (solid lines)
and the beam quality factor M2 (dashed lines); in (b), the corrected I/O gain of
the tapered SOA considered in Section 4.2.2 for dierent full taper angles taper
and eective refractive index variations n when Pin = 15 dBm and Jin = 650
A/cm2.
Fig. 4.9 shows the device characteristics with dierent taper and IG
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strength n. The curves for I/O gain and M2 in Fig. 4.9a display a
qualitatively similar trend as those in Fig. 4.8 when taper is changed. For
taper > 0.4
, both I/O gain and M2 tend to increase as taper is increased.
However, when we change n from 5*10 5 to 5*10 3 , although GI=O does
not show any signicant improvement with respect to the old results of GG
SOA in Fig. 4.8, M2 is reduced signicantly. Fig. 4.9a shows that n =
5*10 4 is the optimum case respect to M2 because a further increase of n
will not lead to any substantial reduction in M2. In addition, this choice
can also allow to obtain the highest Gcorrected (Fig. 4.9b) and to guarantee
approximately mono mode operation at the input linear section being the
waveguide V number only 1.3 in this case.
It should be pointed out that, although Gcorrected shows continuous in-
crease trend for larger taper, it is not suciently correct to say that the
larger the taper, the better the device performance. As studied in [122],
stripe width shows an important role in destabilizing the lateral mode and
producing lamentation. Therefore, certain trade o should be made be-
tween high gain and stable operation during practical design.
In this section, we demonstrated the usage of the FD-BPM model to the
investigation of the tapered SOAs working at high gain saturation regime.
For this kind of device, the gain variation, as well as the refractive index vari-
ation, plays a dominant role in determining the output power and the output
beam quality. Output power of long SOA is strictly limited by the gain sat-
uration eect and the output beam quality is determined by complicated
collaboration of the gain guiding eect and the self-focusing eect arising
from the gain and refractive index variation. Furthermore, we also demon-
strated the possibility to optimize the corrected gain in SOA by changing
the full taper angle, or alternatively by introducing weakly index guiding
eect. The corrected gain has been introduced in the optimization process
as a gure of merit.
4.3 Study of end facet back-reection
In above section, simulations of the single-passing SOA via FD-BPM
model use a simulation widow with exactly the same length as the real de-
vice. Whereas in this section, we show for example another implementation
of the FD-BPM model with a simulation window of two-fold long as the
considered device. This approach is used to study the possibility for facet
back-reection reduction by using the tilted end facet and the tapered active
region.
In order to evaluate the anti-reection ability of a tapered and tilted
structure, we need to measure the power reected back into the waveguide.
This phenomenon can be evaluated by the BPM simulations using the layout
shown in Fig. 4.10, where the eld is propagating continuously in one di-
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Figure 4.10: Simple schematic of the device structure used in the facet anti-
reection ability analysis.
rection in the whole window, but since we consider in the right half window
a horizontal ipped part, this is equivalent to simulate also the backward
propagating wave.
Figure 4.11: Optical intensity map in XZ plane, with solid lines indicating device
active region, and dashed lines indicating the -3 dB contour of the optical intensity.
Optical intensity is shown in white when it is lower than 10 7.
The considered tapered section has initial width Winitial = 10 m, the
refractive index dierence between the core and the cladding n = 5*10 4.
The full tapered angle Ataper, the tapered section total length Ltaper and the
end facet tilting angle # will be varied. Furthermore, in order to study the
device performances under the worst condition, we assume a 100% trans-
mission at the middle interface 2, i.e., we have a 100% end facet reectivity
in the considered device. Therefore, we perform +@2 =
p
R @2 (R = 1) at
the middle interface for the electric eld . To avoid the inuence of the
gain saturation eect, we also assume that the gain coecient in the active
region equals to 0 and the input power is very low.





where E(z) is the optical power integrated over the active region at each
longitudinal cuts.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.12: End facet anti-reection eciency F for tapered sections with length
of 500 (a), 1000 (b), 1500 (c) and 2000 (d) m.
Figure 4.11 shows as an example the simulated optical intensity map in
the XZ plane. The coordinate limits correspond to the simulation window
used in the numerical simulation. We can see that in this simulation, the
optical eld propagates still at its original incident direction after passing
through the middle interface.
We report in Fig. 4.12 the variation of the anti-reection eciency when
changing tapered section length, full taper angle and end facet tilting angle.
Several features can be extracted from these simulation results:
 Inuence of changing the length of the tapered section is almost neg-
ligible when Ltaper > 500 m.
 There is a signicant reduction of the anti-reection eciency when
using a tapered section instead of a linear section. This trend can be
explained as follows. Since the optical eld has a wider distribution at
the end facet of the tapered section than that in narrow linear section,
the Fourier transform of it, i.e., the angular spectrum of the optical
eld is narrower, and therefore in this case the reected eld has less
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possibility to go back into the device.
 The anti-reection eciency decreases with increasing the end facet
tilting angle.
In this section, waveguides as those depicted in Fig. 4.10, consisting
of two replica of the tapered section under study, are investigated. We
reported a systematic investigation of the anti-reection eciency using a
tilted tapered section as the nal part in a SOA. The simulation results
demonstrated that extremely low back reection ratio can be achieved by
using this design even when there is no help from the anti-reection coating.
4.4 Study of tapered QD-based laser
As a continuous extending of above two sections, we present in this
section the simulation using the FD-BPM model for axially varying QD
lasers, i.e., optical eld is propagating back and forth in the laser cavity.
Numerical approach of this kind of simulation has been described in Section
4.1.
Straight tapered laser
Single tapered laser can also be used to achieve large gain and good
beam quality simultaneously. In this part, the laser simulation approach
described in Section 4.1 is applied to the investigations of straight tapered
lasers.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: PI characteristic (a) and M2 (b) for three WIG (n = 5*10 4) straight
tapered lasers with taper = 0.4
 (circle marker), taper = 0.7 (triangle marker),
and taper = 1
 (square marker). The red circle in the curve for taper = 0.7
indicates the maximum current density that convergent results can be achieved.
Figure 4.13 shows the PI and M2 characteristics of a straight tapered
WIG laser, with the optimized parameter set (taper = 0.7
 and n =
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5*10 4) obtained in Section 4.2.3 for the tapered SOAs, and with high-
reection coated front facet RL = 0.95, and low-reection coated back facet
R0 = 0.03. When taper = 0.7
, convergent result can be obtained for cur-
rent density up to 4000 A/cm2 (typically within 7 round trips). After that,
however, severe lamentation starts to be observed, which can be attributed
to strong self-focusing eect under large injection current, resulting in large
uctuations of error along the iterative procedure and unstable lateral eld
prole. Hence, the simulation is forced to stop after 10 round trips, and a
transient result is stored.
For comparison, two other cases with taper = 0.4
 and taper = 1 are
investigated also. Convergent result is achieved under all current densities
we considered in Fig. 4.13 when taper = 0.4
. On the contrary, convergent
result is never achieved when taper = 1
. This result indicates that strip
width is tightly related with lamentation generation.
The optical output power is determined by the photon density summa-
tion at the back facet, whereas the M2 is determined by the shape of the
output eld. Therefore, in the case of taper = 1
, although inuenced by
the lamentation eect, output power increases with small uctuation as
the injection current density is increased (Fig. 4.13a), while M2 uctuates
randomly (Fig. 4.13b). Situation is the same when taper = 0.7
 after Jin
= 4000 A/cm2. For the case where convergent result is achieved, such as
taper = 0.4
 and taper = 0.7 before Jin = 4000 A/cm2, the output power
increases linearly with the injection current density and the M2 has almost
a constant value.
Through this kind of simulation, qualitative prediction of the beam qual-
ity in a straight tapered laser operating under CW regime can be achieved.
In addition, we can extract from these simulations the lateral connement
factor for the optical eld propagating along the longitudinal direction, and
then use this quantity as an input to the wave equation in the FDTW or the
FD-DDE model for simulating tapered lasers operating under ML regime (as
reported in Section 3.3.1).
Bent external cavity laser
Monolithically integrated ML laser has a xed repetition rate dened
by the cavity length f = c=Ln0, usually referred as the fundamental fre-
quency. Alternatively, harmonic ML obtained from a monolithic ML laser
operates at a repetition rate as integer multiple of the fundamental fre-
quency. As a route to achieve repetition rates below the lowest repetition
rate obtained from such devices, an external cavity ML conguration can
be employed. Although external cavity lasers (ECLs) are more complex
with respect to monolithically integrated devices, they do oer a number of
distinguish advantages, such as possibility of repetition rate tuning and the
ability to include intra-cavity elements for wavelength tuning and dispersion




Figure 4.14: Schematics of the considered IG (n = 1.6*10 3) bent lasers: (a)
uniform bent laser and (b) bent laser with a tapered end section.
Typical ML laser with the external cavity conguration consists of a
two-section ML laser diode, coupling lenses and a output coupler. Unlike
the conventional design where the ML laser diode is straight, in the "FAST-
DOT" project, we use a bent ML laser diode for pulse generation as shown
in Fig. 4.14. With this design, the waveguide is perpendicular to the back
facet allowing high reection and is terminated with a certain angle to the
front facet minimizing the back reection from this facet (as we discussed in
Section 4.3). Such conguration adds to the complexity of the pulse source
when compared with the simple straight two-section ML lasers, therefore
BPM simulation is employed to check primarily the guiding ability and the
beam quality of the bent waveguide.
For a real ECL, the reectivity of the front facet is very low and the laser
cavity is actually dened by the external cavity output coupler which sup-
plies sucient reection to achieve lasing. In the numerical model however,
we simulate the eld dynamics within the chip laser only and assume the
optical eld is reected back from the front facet directly without further
propagation in the external cavity. Therefore we set the front facet reec-
tivity value to the original reectivity at the external cavity output coupler.
Furthermore, in order to have a reected eld going back to the bent waveg-
uide under a correct direction, the boundary condition at the front facet





We consider as the reference a uniform bent laser with a straight sec-
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Figure 4.15: Optical intensity map in XZ plane, with solid lines indicating device
active region, and dashed lines indicating the -3 dB contour of the optical intensity.
Optical intensity is shown in white when it is lower than 10 7.
tion of 1.1 mm long (this section can be used as the SA when operating
under passively ML regime), a bent section of 2.7 mm long, the initial width
Winitial = 4.8 m, the back facet is high-reection coated with a reectivity
of 95% and the front facet has reectivity of 3%. The bent section ter-
minates at an angle of 5 (Fig. 4.14a). The QD chirp contains 15 layers
of self-assembled InAs/InGaAs QDs. The entire waveguide is index-guided
with n = 1.6*10 3. This conguration corresponds the bent ECL realized
by our colleague Igor Krestnikov and coworkers from INNOLUME. Three
additional bent lasers of dierent total lengths, incorporating a uniform bent
section (parts of this section can be used as the SA to achieve passively ML
regime) and a tapered section (Fig. 4.14b), are also considered: Lbent = 1
mm and Ltaper = 1.5 mm, Lbent = 1.5 mm and Ltaper = 1.5 mm, Lbent = 2.5
mm and Ltaper = 1.5 mm. These three devices have the same full taper angle
Ataper = 1.5
 , nal tilting angle # = 3, and the same active region as the
reference uniform bent laser. All the bent sections have circular curvature.
In Fig. 4.15, the optical intensity map when injection current equal to
0.2 A is shown for the L = 4 mm case. Obvious whispering gallery eect
can be observed from this gure, i.e., the eld is compressed mainly in the
upper waveguide border region. Therefore, practically the attempt to use
tapered bent structure starting from the back facet is not useful, since the
area of eective amplication will be much smaller respect to the area of
current injection. Thus, in our design the main part of the waveguide is
uniform and the tapered section with limited length is used only to improve
the anti-reection ability at the front facet. Additionally, we also observe
certain amount of optical power leakage from the active waveguide due to the
bent geometry. This is the reason why we use such a large refractive index
step between the core and the cladding to guarantee strong index-guiding
eect, otherwise this power leakage will be enormous.
Figure 4.16 shows the PI and M2 characteristics of the considered bent
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: PI characteristic (a) and M2 (b) for the considered four IG (n =
1.6*10 3) bent lasers.
IG lasers. One can easily nd that since the reference uniform laser has the
smallest area, under same current injection level, the highest output power
is achieved from this device. For the beam quality however, this device
exhibits much higher M2.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a FD-BPMmodel suitable to simulate the axially varying
optical devices is introduced. In this numerical model, we implemented in
a rigorous and computational ecient way the modeling of gain saturation
and carrier-induced refractive index variation eects.
Then, we illustrate several dierent applications of this model to the
axially varying semiconductor devices, such as the investigation of single-
passing tapered SOA, the study of the anti-reection ability when using
tapered and tilted section and the study of the straight or bent lasers with
resonant cavity. These simulations put in evidence that this FD-BPM model
is a reliable tool for analysing 2D optical eld dynamics study and can be
applied for a large number of applications.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and future works
In this thesis, we reviewed the main activities carried on during my Ph.D
period under the framework of the "Fast Dot" EU project, aiming to achieve
high-power ultra-fast laser sources based on novel quantum dot structures.
Two classes of electro-optic devices, the passively ML lasers and the SOAs,
have been investigated in collaboration with other partners in the "Fast
Dot" project.
Well-dened pulse train with characteristic repetition rate in GHz scale
can be obtained from a two-section passively ML laser only when the geom-
etry and the bias condition of this device are all properly designed. Using
the FDTW and the MS-DDE models, we studied the main physical mecha-
nisms which exist in such devices and are responsible for the pulse formation.
Then based on these studies, comprehensive investigations have been per-
formed searching for the possibility to optimize the output performances of
a ML laser. We veried that pulses with higher peak power or shorter pulse
width can be achieved if we push the stable parameter S to higher value
by increasing the SA length, introducing a tapered gain section or reducing
the QD layers involved in device active region, and alternatively if we keep
the same S value but increase properly the output reectivity, or increase
device total length, or put the SA close to the facet with high optical power
extraction rate. The simulation results show good qualitative agreement
with the experimental ndings and give therefore reliable design guidance
of the passively ML lasers.
Additionally, special attention have been paid to the dual-state ML
regime in monolithic ML lasers which has been newly demonstrated by our
partners at the University of Dundee (UK) and the Technische Universitat
Darmstadt (Germany). Eorts have been devoted to modify the original
MS-DDE model to correctly describe the non-linear dynamics of GS and ES
optical elds which travel with dierent group velocities in the laser cavity
and their interactions with the carriers in the QD active medium. With
this modied model, various lasing or ML regimes that could possibly been
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observed in a two-section ML laser have been investigated and key reasons
that trigger these regimes have been explained. Most of the simulation re-
sults are consistent with the experimental results both from the literatures
and from our partners. However, we also observed one bias region with high
voltage and high current, where the optical pulses from the GS and ES tran-
sitions propagate at the same group velocity and have extremely enhanced
peak power, pulse width and stability. This special ML regime has not been
demonstrated by any experimental group yet.
In the second part of this work, we focused on the design of tapered
SOAs operating at high power regime. To this scope, a BPM model has
been developed allowing a reliable description of the optical eld propaga-
tion in an axially varying waveguide. Additionally, by combining the beam
propagation equation with pre-calculated results obtained from the MPRE
system, we could model in a rigorous and ecient way the non-linear gain
and refractive index variation occurring in the QD active medium at high
power regime. Using this model, the static properties of the GG and WIG
tapered SOAs have been investigated. Our simulations helped other partners
to design the high performance SOAs used in the MOPA structure for the
amplication of a stream of high power pulses. The nal realized laser sys-
tems show good quality in generating high-power, ultra-short optical pulses
(see for example [70]).
We shown also the possible usage of this BPM model in other aspects of
the electro-optic device design, such as to study the anti-reection eect of
a waveguide with tapered end section and tilted facet, and to simulate the
lateral beam quality of a tapered laser from which useful information can
be extracted and used as an input to the FDTW or MS-DDE model for the
dynamic simulation of tapered ML lasers.
Actually, above mentioned three numerical models are all quite exible
and not sucient to been restricted in the applications we demonstrated
in this thesis. Therefore, future activities will be the further exploration of
their usages in the design of QD-based optical devices. For example, the
FDTW can be easily modied to study of the continuous wave or pulse
propagation in QD SOAs. Furthermore, since there are a large number of
simplications and approximations when developing these models, we can
cancel some of them or include additional terms in the numerical model
to describe also other physical mechanisms in the QD devices, such as the
thermal eects and the current lateral diusion eects.
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